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TERRACOTA
C 17 M 59 Y 55 K 20             R 159 G 95 B 83

HEX #9F5F53                      PANTONE 2442 C

COLOURS
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Project by Daria Zinovatnaya
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1.  BLOOM SUPERLIVING, Suspension lamp.   2. Project by Rug Society.   

3.  VIKTOR & ROLF, Spring 2019 Couture   4. C MALIK, Sofa.   5. JEAN PAUL GAULTIER, Spring 2019 Couture;

Terracotta. Tranquility, Stability, Optimistic.
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Terracotta brings with it an inherent search for the reconnection of man and nature, 
reproducing the fire of primitive sensuality in a color trend.

Project by Jelle de Jong architecten
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is a material consisting of baked clay, it is rich in iron oxide, usually, it used to made vessels, 
bowls, among other pottery objects. A Natural material, which has been used in design for 

ages. This whole process results in a vibrant color mixture of earth tones between the orange 
and the browns, reminding the warm, tense and dry colors that the indigenous culture carries. 

With its picturesque appeal, it still continues to take pleasure to interior environments.

Terracotta

Project by Boca do Lobo

https://www.bocadolobo.com/en/limited-edition/seating-others/soleil-sofa/?utm_source=TrendBook_Terracota&utm_medium=issuu&utm_content=Terracota&utm_campaign=trendbook
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Photography by Neptune
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Terracotta has become a design statement this season, 
present in the texture, fabrics, furniture, floors or walls
you can perform the color direction as you desire.

Credits to Hotondo * Credits to the Owner

* Credits to the Owner

at home
How to use TERRACOTTA

* Project by Brabbu

https://www.brabbu.com/product/casegoods/huang/cabinet/?utm_source=TrendBook_Terracota&utm_medium=issuu&utm_content=Terracota&utm_campaign=trendbook
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 The multiple levels of tones when using the color combination, provides a beautiful charming touch 
of smooth splendor. If you want to use the various tones of terracotta on the set, use the light and 

soft ones to the walls and leave the dark ones to the details, or vice versa, to transmit balance.  

Credits to the Owner
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The COLOR is present now in chic inspiring interiors, since stylish soft furnishings, 
Edgy lightning until beautiful hand painting tiles are sections of a style that has an 

ageless beauty which works well in any property.

* Credits to @ohmymag Credits to the Owner

Project by Roberto Baciocchi *Omar’s Place London

* Credits to @breeleech Muuto restaurant
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Terracotta allows de use of full tone dressing. Bold conjugation with 
a brighter shade of orange, if you ready to take some risks, take an 
alternative tone it down by teaming it with chocolate brown or pastel 
pink. Another Great color to conjugate the warmness of Terracotta 
It is light and cold Blue, these type of contrast will keep the whole 
style actual and dynamic. 

1. Armani Privé Spring 2019 Couture;  

2. Ronald van der Kemp Spring 2019; 

3. Valentino Garavani Leather Sandals;  

4. Givenchy Antigona Leather Tote; 

TERRACOTTA
in fashion

A Terracotta jacket will be the catch eye of your closet and is that 
timeless piece you can’t miss. 

Just keep the silhouettes languid and fluids to not detract from the 
color base, and play with the accessories to create a full look.
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